Introduction

Using multiple Digital-DC devices in a system enables the use of many of the power management features built in to every ZL device. This application note describes the multi-device operation using several ZL2005 and ZL2105 Digital-DC devices. Refer to the individual product data sheets for details about using each product.

A system using multiple Digital-DC devices is shown in Figure 1. This application has an FPGA, a DSP, various logic, and DDR II memory all requiring separate power rails.

This application note will discuss many features and capabilities of the Digital-DC devices including sequencing, tracking, margining, phase spreading, and fault spreading.

Pin-strap and PMBus Operation

All Digital-DC devices are configurable through external pin-strap settings or over the serial interface using the PMBus communications protocol. Configuration settings are stored in internal Flash memory. Regardless of configuration method, the Digital-DC devices can operate with or without a system host processor. Many parameters can be configured using pin-straps. Using the SMBus to configure the device provides more granularity and more options for the device.

SMBus Communication

Digital-DC devices utilize the System Management Bus (SMBus) for device to device communication. The SMBus is a two-wire bus that supports multiple master and slave devices on the same bus. The details of the SMBus are described in the SMBus Specification [1] which is located at smbus.org.

There are inherent timing delays with the SMBus that need to be considered when using multiple Digital-DC devices in a system. The bus delay for commands to propagate over the SMBus is on the order of milliseconds. This delay is dependent on the amount of bus traffic. For example, it may take 3 – 4 milliseconds for a command to travel from a host controller down to a Digital-DC device at the end of the bus.

Selecting the SMBus Address

The SMBus spec has several addresses that are reserved and should not be used as device addresses. The range of addresses between 0x20 and 0x3F provide 32 unique addresses for devices. Digital-DC devices can be assigned addresses in this range. Note that the Zilker Labs POL Evaluation software currently recognizes device addresses in the range of 0x20 to 0x2F.
Certain features use the SMBus address to determine groups. These features include autonomous sequencing, fault spreading, and phase spreading. These features are discussed later in this document.

**PMBus Commands**
Digital-DC devices support PMBus commands that are used for power supply design. Supported commands are used to configure outputs, fault limits, fault responses, timing, monitoring, status, identification, control, and supervisory functions. Refer to AN2013 *PMBus Command Set* [5] for descriptions of the supported commands.

**Sequencing**
Power supply sequencing can be configured in several different ways.

Time based sequencing uses the power-up delay for each device to set the sequence order. All devices get their enable at the same time and their individual timers start. Once the delay time has elapsed, the output will ramp. Adjusting the delay and ramps times for each device will determine the sequencing order.

Event based sequencing uses a power good signal from one device to trigger the start of ramp for the next device in a sequence. The power good event must occur before the next device will ramp.

**Time Based Sequencing**
Time based sequencing allows supply output ramp-up and ramp-down sequencing based on the programmed soft start delay times. The ENABLE pins for all devices are tied together. The start-up and shut-down sequence is determined by the soft start delay settings.

Figure 2 shows four devices with soft start delays set to 10ms, 20ms, 30ms, and 40ms respectively.

**Autonomous Sequencing**
Digital-DC devices have the capability to sequence power rails simply by pin-strap configuration. In this mode, the SMBus is used as a private bus between devices in the sequencing group. No host controller is needed. Each Digital-DC device is pin-strap configured for its own output voltage, soft start ramp, power-up delay, clock configuration, and bus address as shown in Figure 3.

All devices within the sequencing group must have consecutive bus addresses within a sequencing address group. A sequencing address group consists of all devices whose addresses differ only by the 3 least significant bits of the address. For example, addresses 0x20, 0x25, and 0x27 are all within the same group. Addresses 0x1F, 0x20, and 0x28 are all in different groups.

Figure 2. Time Based Sequencing
The sequencing order is determined by the bus address. The CFG pin is used to set the positioning of the device within the group as either the first, last, or middle device. The first Digital-DC device in an autonomous sequencing group is defined by being the lowest address within the group and the setting of the CFG pin. The last device in the sequence group is defined by the highest address in the group and the CFG pin.

![Figure 3. Autonomous Sequencing](image)

All of the device’s ENABLE pins are connected together and driven by a single logic source. The first device initiates the power up of the sequencing group following assertion of ENABLE. The last device initiates the power down of the sequencing group following de-assertion of ENABLE. In the event of a fault within the group, shut down will be communicated within the group and an immediate power down of all devices within the group will begin.

To change sequence order, only the device addresses and CFG pin setting need to be modified.

**Event Based Sequencing**

Event based sequencing of power rails is a method of sequencing where the output of one rail provides the signal to start another rail. This can be achieved in two ways:

1. The power good (PG) signal from one device is tied to the ENABLE of the next device and is repeated throughout the sequence.
2. The PMBus command SEQUENCE is used to configure the order of the devices in the sequence.

Connecting PG to ENABLE, as shown in Figure 4, provides the same order for start-up and shut-down. This method requires a hardware modification if the sequence order is changed.

![Figure 4. PG to EN Sequencing](image)

Figure 5 illustrates the use of the PMBus to configure sequencing which provides more flexibility in that the sequence order is easily changed by modifying the SEQUENCE command on each device. There are no restrictions on the start-up and shut-down order. The devices communicate over the SMBus. If there is no SMBus controller in the system, this bus acts as a private, self monitoring bus among the Digital-DC devices.
Configuring the clock and synchronization

The Digital-DC devices incorporate an internal phase locked loop (PLL) to clock the internal circuitry. Refer to the individual Digital-DC device’s product data sheet for the specific switching frequency range. The PLL can be driven by an internal oscillator or driven from an external clock source connected to the SYNC pin. When using the internal oscillator, the SYNC pin can be configured as a clock output for use by other devices. The CFG pin is used to select the operating mode of the SYNC pin.

The SYNC pin can also be configured using PMBus commands. The Zilker Labs PoL Eval Software is a user friendly environment for configuring Digital-DC devices. Bits [6:5] of the USER_CONFIG command control the synchronization of the device. Bit 6 switches between auto-configure and setting SYNC to accept and external clock. Bit 5 sets the SYNC pin to an input or an output.

Table 1. USER_CONFIG bits for SYNC Control

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>SYNC utilization control</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Auto-configure using the SYNC pin and FREQUENCY_SWITCH parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Switch using the SYNC pin as an input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>SYNC output control</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Configure the SYNC pin as an input-only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Drive the switch clock out of the SYNC pin when using the internal oscillator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Voltage Tracking

Voltage tracking allows one or more power rails to track another power rail’s voltage.

Digital-DC devices include an analog input pin, VTRK, which is used to track another voltage supply. When the device is configured to the voltage tracking mode as shown in Figure 6, the voltage applied to the VTRK pin acts as the reference for the device’s output regulation. Soft start settings are ignored and the output will take on the turn-on/turn-off characteristics of the reference voltage present at the VTRK pin. The delay setting is only used on the turn-off end of the tracking condition. The delay setting sets the timeout for the tracking voltage to turn off in the event that the tracked voltage does not achieve zero volts. Certain tracking modes are also configurable to set the percentage of tracking and response to the power good signal.
Tracking Configured by PMBus

The device address and the output voltage setting are the only two parameters that must be set by pin-strap when configuring a Digital-DC device by PMBus.

The SMBus address is set for each Digital-DC device by pins SA1 and SA0. The address for each device can be selected to fit a system’s SMBus addressing scheme. The only restriction on device addressing within a tracking group is the consideration of a device’s phase position when placed in a synchronized phase spreading tracking group. Even this restriction is not necessary if the PMBus command, INTERLEAVE, is used. Refer to AN2013, PMBus Command Set [5] for description of the INTERLEAVE command.

The PMBus commands for a tracking device are TRACK_CONFIG, TON_DELAY and VOUT_COMMAND.

The TRACK_CONFIG command is used to enable the tracking mode. This command also has bit fields that set options for the tracking mode. The tracking ratio bit sets the tracking percentage to either 50% or 100%. A 50% tracking ratio is typically selected unless the target voltage of the tracking device is set to more than 50% of the target voltage of the master device. In that case, the 100% tracking ratio must be used. The control of ramp-up behavior bit is a third settable option in the TRACK_CONFIG command. This bit sets the behavior of the output voltage during ramp-up in the case that the master voltage does not reach its target voltage and the tracking voltage does not reach the power good threshold. This option allows the tracking device to ramp-down without having to exceed the power good threshold first.

A master device in a tracking group must have its turn-on delay set to a minimum of 10 ms to provide time for initialization of the tracking devices following the enable event. The master tracking device sets the delay for the tracking group. The SS pins or the TON_DELAY command is used to set this delay.

The disable delay time for the tracking device must be set to the sum of the disable delay time and ramp down time for the master device plus 5 ms. This allows the tracking device to disable after tracking the master device to zero volts.

---

Figure 6. Voltage Tracking Configuration

In a tracking group, the Digital-DC device that is connected to any VTRK pin of another device is defined as the master device. This master device will control the ramp delay and ramp rate of all tracking devices and is not itself placed in the tracking mode. The master device is configured to the highest output voltage for the group since all other device output voltages are meant to track and never exceed the master device output voltage. A delay of at least 10 ms must be configured into the master device to allow the tracking devices to prepare their control loops for tracking following the ENABLE pin assertion. It is assumed for a tracking group, that all of the ENABLE pins are connected together and driven by a single logic source.

Tracking Configured by Pin-strap

The configuration of a master tracking Digital-DC device is set by pin-strap to achieve the desired output voltage with delay and ramp time set accordingly. The master device must have a pin-strap delay setting of at least 10 ms. The master device is not configured to be in the tracking mode.

The tracking devices are configured for tracking mode and will simply track the voltage of the master in the manner defined by the master device and its own configuration. The method for setting tracking mode by pin-strap varies depending on the Digital-DC device. Refer to the individual Digital-DC device data sheet for the tracking mode pin-strap definitions.
The output voltage of each rail can be set lower than the pin-strap setting by using the PMBus command VOUT_COMMAND. After storing the new output voltage settings using either STORE_USER or STORE_DEFAULT and then restoring the settings by a RESTORE command or power cycled on the Digital-DC device, the VOUT margins and fault thresholds will automatically be recalculated.

**Tracking Example**

Figure 7 shows the scope is set to trigger on the ENABLE event. The ENABLE signal is the first to go high. The next signal to change is the beginning of the VOUT1 turn-on ramp since it has been configured to be the master device of the tracking group. It occurs 10 ms after ENABLE (DELAY1 set to 10 ms). The time of the VOUT1 ramp is 20 ms (soft start set to 20 ms). VOUT then begins tracking at 50% of VOUT1. The ramp time for VOUT2 is identical to the ramp time of VOUT1. Power Good 2 goes high 10 ms after VOUT1 is above the power good threshold (by default, power good delay = soft start period = 20 ms).

Figure 8 shows the scope is set to trigger on the ENABLE event. The ENABLE signal is the first to go low. The delay for VOUT1 to begin its turn off is set to 10 ms. The ramp time for VOUT1 is 20 ms (soft start set to 20 ms). The next signal to change is the VOUT2 turn off ramp since it has been configured to track 50% of VOUT1. The next signal to change is the Power Good 2 which goes low after VOUT2 drops below the power good threshold.

**Margining**

Margining can be implemented by the margin pin or by SMBus. The margin pin is a three-state logic input. When left floating, the output of the device is the nominally set output voltage. Driving the margin pin high will cause the output to margin up and driving the pin low will margin down.

By default, the margin limits are set to ±5% of the set output voltage. These limits can be changed using the standard PMBus commands for margining, VOUT_MARGIN_HIGH and VOUT_MARGIN_LOW. The high margin value can be set as high as VOUT_MAX while the low margin can be set as low as 0 V.

Margining is controlled by the margin pin or through SMBus.

The PMBus command OPERATION is used to control margining. The device must be set up to use PMBus Enable which is configured in the ON_OFF_CONFIG command. Please refer to the PMBus specification for details on specific commands. [4]

**Phase spreading**

When multiple point of load converters share a common DC input supply, it is desirable to adjust the clock phase offset of each device such that not all devices start to switch simultaneously. Setting each converter to start its switching cycle at a different point in time can dramatically reduce input capacitance requirements and efficiency losses. Since the peak current drawn from the input supply is effectively spread out over a period of time, the peak current drawn at any given moment is reduced and the power losses proportional to the $I_{RMS}^2$ are reduced dramatically.

In order to enable phase spreading, all converters must be synchronized to the same switching clock. The CFG pin is used to set the configuration of the SYNC pin for each device as described in the product data sheets.
Selecting the phase offset for the device is accomplished by selecting a device address according to the following equation:

\[
\text{Phase offset} = \text{device address} \times 45^\circ
\]

For example:

- A device address of 0x00 or 0x20 would configure no phase offset
- A device address of 0x01 or 0x21 would configure 45° of phase offset
- A device address of 0x02 or 0x22 would configure 90° of phase offset

The phase offset of each device may also be set to any value between 0° and 337.5° in 22.5° increments through the SMBus.

Management and Fault Spreading

Digital-DC devices monitor and detect the following fault conditions:

- Output over voltage (OV) and under voltage (UV)
- Input over voltage (OV) and under voltage lockout (UVLO)
- Output over current (OC)
- Over temperature (OT) of internal or external sense diode
- Communication bus

Responses to faults are described in the product data sheets. In general, the Digital-DC devices response to a fault is selectable to one of the following options:

1. Initiate a shutdown and attempt to restart an infinite number of times with a preset delay period between attempts.
2. Initiate a shutdown and attempt to restart a preset number of times with a preset delay period between attempts.
3. Continue operating for a given delay period, followed by shutdown if the fault still exists.
4. Continue operating through the fault (this could result in permanent damage to the power supply).
5. Initiate an immediate shutdown.

When a fault occurs on a given power rail, that rail communicates that a fault occurred to the rest of the Digital-DC devices in the group. The SMBus delay for a fault event to spread to the other group devices is on the order of a millisecond.

The fault broadcast occurs in address groups of up to eight Zilker Labs’ Digital-DC devices. An address group consists of all devices whose addresses differ in only the three least significant bits of the address. For example, addresses 0x20, 0x25 and 0x27 are all within the same group. Addresses 0x1F, 0x20 and 0x28 are all in different groups. Devices in the same address group can broadcast fault spreading events with each other. The fault broadcast is not seen by devices in different groups.

A host controller or other Digital-DC devices can monitor for fault conditions by monitoring the SALRT pin, which will be asserted when a fault occurs.

The process between how a PMBus Host should respond to SALRT falling is as follows:

1. Digital-DC device has a fault and pulls SALRT Low
2. The PMBus Host detects that SALRT is now low, performs transmission with Alert Response Address to find which Digital-DC device is pulling SALRT low
3. The PMBus Host talks to the Digital-DC device that has pulled SALRT low. The actions that the host performs are up to the System Designer.

If multiple devices are faulting, SALRT will still be low after doing the above steps and will require transmission with the Alert Response Address repeatedly until all faults are cleared.

Please refer to Application Note 13 PMBus Command Set [5] for details on how to monitor specific parameters over the SMBus interface.

Conclusion

The Zilker Labs Digital-DC power conversion and power management devices provide a high level of flexibility and configurability to the design engineer. More information on these specific functions can be accessed in the documents referenced on the following page.
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Notice

1. Descriptions of circuits, software and other related information in this document are provided only to illustrate the operation of semiconductor products and application examples. You are fully responsible for the incorporation or any other use of the circuits, software, and information in the design of your product or system. Renesas Electronics disclaims any and all liability for any losses and damages incurred by you or third parties arising from the use of these circuits, software, or information.

2. Renesas Electronics hereby expressly disclaims any warranties against and liability for infringement or any other claims including patents, copyrights, or other intellectual property rights of third parties, by or arising from the use of Renesas Electronics products or technical information described in this document, including but not limited to, the product data, drawings, charts, programs, algorithms, and application examples.

3. No license, express, implied or otherwise, is granted hereby under any patents, copyrights or other intellectual property rights of Renesas Electronics or others.

4. You shall not alter, modify, copy, or reverse engineer any Renesas Electronics product, whether in whole or in part. Renesas Electronics disclaims any and all liability for any losses or damages incurred by you or third parties arising from such alteration, modification, copying or reverse engineering.

5. Renesas Electronics products are classified according to the following two quality grades: “Standard” and “High Quality”. The intended applications for each Renesas Electronics product depends on the product’s quality grade, as indicated below.

   - “Standard”: Computers; office equipment; telecommunications equipment; test and measurement equipment; audio and visual equipment; home electronic appliances; machine tools; personal electronic equipment; industrial robots; etc.
   - “High Quality”: Transportation equipment (automobiles, trains, ships, etc.); traffic control (traffic lights); large-scale communication equipment; key financial terminal systems; safety control equipment; etc.

Unless expressly designated as a high reliability product or a product for harsh environments in a Renesas Electronics data sheet or other Renesas Electronics document, Renesas Electronics products are not intended or authorized for use in products or systems that may pose a direct threat to human life or bodily injury (artificial life support devices or systems; surgical implantations; etc.), or may cause serious property damage (space ship; underwater repeaters; nuclear power control systems; aircraft control systems; key plant systems; military equipment; etc.). Renesas Electronics disclaims any and all liability for any damages or losses incurred by you or any third parties arising from the use of any Renesas Electronics product that is inconsistent with any Renesas Electronics data sheet, user’s manual or other Renesas Electronics document.

6. When using Renesas Electronics products, refer to the latest product information (data sheets, user’s manuals, application notes, “General Notes for Handling and Using Semiconductor Devices” in the reliability handbook, etc.), and ensure that usage conditions are within the ranges specified by Renesas Electronics with respect to maximum ratings, operating power supply voltage range, heat dissipation characteristics, installation, etc. Renesas Electronics disclaims any and all liability for any malfunctions, failure or accident arising out of the use of Renesas Electronics products outside of such specified ranges.

7. Although Renesas Electronics endeavors to improve the quality and reliability of Renesas Electronics products, semiconductor products have specific characteristics, such as the occurrence of failure at a certain rate and malfunctions under certain use conditions. Unless designated as a high reliability product or a product for harsh environments in a Renesas Electronics data sheet or other Renesas Electronics document, Renesas Electronics products are not subject to radiation resistance design. You are responsible for implementing safety measures to guard against the possibility of bodily injury, injury or damage caused by fire, and/or danger to the public in the event of a failure or malfunction of Renesas Electronics products, such as safety design for hardware and software, including but not limited to redundancy, fire control and malfunction prevention, appropriate treatment for aging degradation or any other appropriate measures. Because the evaluation of microcomputer software alone is very difficult and impractical, you are responsible for evaluating the safety of the final products or systems manufactured by you.

8. Please contact a Renesas Electronics sales office for details as to environmental matters such as the environmental compatibility of each Renesas Electronics product. You are responsible for carefully and sufficiently investigating applicable laws and regulations that regulate the inclusion or use of controlled substances, including without limitation, the EU RoHS Directive, and using Renesas Electronics products in compliance with all these applicable laws and regulations. Renesas Electronics disclaims any and all liability for damages or losses occurring as a result of your noncompliance with applicable laws and regulations.

9. Renesas Electronics products and technologies shall not be used for or incorporated into any products or systems whose manufacture, use, or sale is prohibited under any applicable domestic or foreign laws or regulations. You shall comply with any applicable export control laws and regulations promulgated and administered by the governments of any countries asserting jurisdiction over the parties or transactions.

10. It is the responsibility of the buyer or distributor of Renesas Electronics products, or any other party who distributes, disposes of, or otherwise sells or transfers the product to a third party, to notify such third party in advance of the contents and conditions set forth in this document.

11. This document shall not be reprinted, reproduced or duplicated in any form, in whole or in part, without prior written consent of Renesas Electronics.

12. Please contact a Renesas Electronics sales office if you have any questions regarding the information contained in this document or Renesas Electronics products.

(Note 1) “Renesas Electronics” as used in this document means Renesas Electronics Corporation and also includes its directly or indirectly controlled subsidiaries.

(Note 2) “Renesas Electronics products” means any product developed or manufactured by or for Renesas Electronics.